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Convex combinations of the completely positive (CP) as well as CP-divisible, continuous time dynamical
maps arising from collision models are investigated. While the individual maps are both CP and Markovian
we find that convex combinations remain CP but not necessarily Markovian. Examples of such combinations
for qubit dynamical maps arising from collisional models are worked out and the invertibility, CP-divisibility,
P-divisibility as well as Markovian properties of such maps are explored.
The seminal paper by Gorini, Kossakowski and Sudar-
shan [1] established the general form of the generator of
a completely positive dynamical semi-group describing the
Markovian dynamics of an open quantum system. The
structure and form of the master equation pointed out the
(Lindblad) operators[2] and their coefficients that need to
be identified and measured experimentally in order to ob-
tain a complete description of the open dynamics of a quan-
tum system. Such reconstruction of the dynamics goes by
the name of quantum process tomography in recent litera-
ture and it is rapidly becoming a mature field involving so-
phisticated experimental and theoretical methods [3–9]. A
constraint and a challenge both have to be addressed when
writing down a master equation in the Gorini-Kossakowski-
Sudarshan-Lindblad (GKSL) form to describe the open dy-
namics of a quantum system of interest. The constraint is
that the master equation can describe only Markovian open
dynamics of the system. The challenge is that the operators
and the coefficients appearing in the equation have to satisfy
the requirement of complete positivity. There is quite a bit of
discussion in the literature on whether complete positivity is
required for open quantum evolution [10–16]. Similarly there
quite a bit of interest in constructing useful master equations
that describe non-Markovian open dynamics as well [17–26].
Open dynamics of a quantum system of interest involves its
interaction with a well defined environment whose properties
or dynamics are neither known nor accessible to the observer.
Let us denote the system as S with its state at time t being
described by the density matrix ρS(t). The state of the envi-
ronment E is ρE(t) and the joint state of the two is denoted as
ρSE(t). Starting from an initial state ρS(0), the state of S at a
later time is given by
ρS(t) = TrE [USE(t)ρSE(0)U
†
SE(t)], (1)
where USE(t) is the unitary time evolution operator acting on
the joint system SE and ρS(0) = TrE [ρSE(0)]. Implicit in
this statement is the assumption that E is chosen such that SE
constitutes an isolated system. The finite time evolution of the
system from ρS(0) to ρS(t) can be described by a dynamical
map [27–30] such that
ρS(t) = ΛtρS(0). (2)
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In the following, we are interested in cases where the dynam-
ical map has the semigroup property,
Λs · Λt = Λt+s. (3)
The semigroup property allows one to write a differential
equation describing the evolution of the open system in con-
tinuous time as
dρS(t)
dt
= LρS(t), (4)
where L is the generator of the dynamical semigroup. The
GKSL master equation is a special case of such a differential
equation valid under the additional assumption of complete
positivity.
The construction in Eq. (1) leads to a completely positive
(CP) dynamical map defined on the set of all states of S
provided ρSE(0) = ρS(0) ⊗ ρE . The GKSL equation de-
mands complete positivity at every instant which means that
ρSE(t) = ρS(t) ⊗ ρE(t) for all values of t. When viewed
in conjunction with the fact that the subset of states of a bi-
partite system - in this case S and E - that do not share any
non-classical correlations is a set of measure zero within the
set of all states of SE [31], this condition may appear quite
stringent but the requirement of complete positivity is one of
the key ingredients that allows one to identify the general form
of the generator of the dynamical semigroup [32]. The semi-
group condition is equivalent to the Markov property that de-
mands that the environment be memoryless. In other words
E does not change its state in a manner that depends on the
evolution of S. In practice the Markov assumption is brought
in by essentially associating a stationary state with E so that
ρSE(t) = ρS(t)⊗ ρE . This assumption can be justified when
E is much larger compared to S or if the relaxation time scale
for E is much shorter compared to the typical time scale of
evolution of S. A weak coupling between S and E also can
be shown to produce Markovian open dynamics for S [17].
When the environment is large and complex, approximate
stationarity of its state relative to the dynamics of the system is
a reasonable assumption. However with increasing access and
control over individual atoms, photons, electrons and other
quantum systems, we find that the effective environment with
which they interact over the time scales of interest is in itself
typically quantum or at best mesoscopic in nature and size.
For concreteness one may imagine an atom in a cavity inter-
acting with a few cavity modes serving as its environment or
an ion in a trapped array interacting with a few phonon modes.
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2The open evolution of S becomes manifestly non-Markovian
in these scenarios and consequently there is quite a bit of in-
terest in constructing useful master equations describing such
evolution [24]. A general non-Markovian master equation has
the form
dρS(t)
dt
=
∫ t
0
K(t− v)ρS(v) dv. (5)
Only very specific choices of the memory kernel K(t − v)
however leads to completely positive evolution in the non-
Markovian case. Often even on memory kernels constructed
based on very plausible physical assumptions, additional con-
straints have to be imposed to guarantee complete positiv-
ity [19, 33]. Finding the most general form of the memory
kernel that leads to completely positive evolution is a problem
that still remains open.
Collision models [21, 22, 34–40] provide a means of con-
structing master equations that are guaranteed to be com-
pletely positive. In collision models, the environment is mod-
eled as a stream of ancillary quantum systems each of which
interact briefly, sequentially and independently with the open
system. The ancilla are typically chosen to be low dimen-
sional quantum systems like qubits. The interaction is unitary
in nature and the interaction time is assumed to be brief. Prior
to each ‘collision’ with the environment the joint state of the
system and the ancilla with which it is going to interact is a
simple product ensuring that the brief coupled unitary evolu-
tion of the two leads to completely positive reduced dynamics
for S. A master equation is obtained formally in the limit in
which the number of collisions goes to infinity while simul-
taneously the duration of each collision goes to zero. Alter-
natively one can consider the continuous time dynamics that
interpolates smoothly between the discrete state changes pro-
duced by each collision with the environment. The master
equation obtained using the collision model approach is not
just CP but by construction it is CP-divisible as well which
implies that all the three maps appearing in Eq. (3) are com-
pletely positive.
We consider here convex combinations of dynamical maps,
each of which is generated by a suitable collision model. We
restrict to maps on single qubits. We observe that the resul-
tant maps are completely positive due to the manner in which
it is constructed. When the dynamical maps are invertible,
we can also find corresponding generators for the map from
which a master equation can be written down. We show that in
general the master equation is not CP divisible or sometimes
not even P-divisible and it describes non-Markovian evolution
even if the individual collision models that went into the con-
struction of the master equation are themselves CP divisible
and Markovian. The main advantage of constructing a non-
Markovian master equation in this manner is that it is guar-
anteed to lead to completely positive evolution. The construc-
tion can conversely be viewed as providing an unravelling of a
non-Markovian, completely positive master equation in terms
of a collection of Markovian, CP-divisible ones.
This paper is structured as follows. In the next section we
briefly recap the collision model construction and discuss our
general results. In the following section we present an illus-
trative example in detail. The last section contains a brief dis-
cussion of our results.
I. CONVEX SUMS OF COLLISION MODEL BASED
DYNAMICAL MAPS
The collision model introduced in [36] gives a microscopic
picture for a Markovian master equation. The environment
of the open system of interest is modeled as a collection of n
identical ‘particles’ that ‘collide’ sequentially with the system.
The initial state of each particle is denoted as ξ~u where ~u is a
collection of parameters that characterize the initial density
matrix ξ of each environment particle. The overall initial state
of the environment is thus ξ⊗n~u . Each collision is described by
a unitary transformation U~η acting on ρ
(i)
S ⊗ ξ~u where ρ(i)S is
the state of the system after the ith collision. The parameters
~η define the unitary transformation in terms of a fixed operator
basis. So we have
ρ
(i+1)
S = TrE
[
U~η ρ
(i)
S ⊗ ξ~u U†~η
]
,
where the trace is over the state of the (i + 1)th environment
particle. Since all environment particles are identical, each
collision induces a dynamical map on the state space of the
system denoted by E(~u, ~η) such that
ρ
(i+1)
S = Eρ(i)S , (6)
where we have chosen not to show explicitly the dependence
of E on the parameters ~η and ~u of the unitary and the state
of the environment particles respectively. The map E is CP
by construction and the map corresponding to n collisions
with the environment particles is easily seen to be (E)n ≡ En.
The dynamical semigroup property is automatically satisfied
in that
EmEn = En+m.
We can define a family of dynamical maps indexed by a con-
tinuous parameter t by interpolating between the sequence of
discrete transitions described by En by identifying t = nτ
where τ represents the ‘typical’ time for each collision. For-
mally, for the interpolation, one takes the limit of τ going to
zero with the number of collisions n going to infinity while
keeping t finite. The continuous time dynamical map Et co-
incides with En at discrete points n = t/τ and E0 ≡ I (the
identity map).
Provided E−1t exists, we can compute the generator corre-
sponding to the map as [36],
Lt = dEt
dt
E−1t , (7)
leading to a dynamical equation for the state of S with the
same form as in Eq. (4). The divisibility property of the dy-
namics allows for expression of the time evolution of the sys-
3tem in the GKSL form,
dρS(t)
dt
= −i[Ht, ρS(t)]
+
1
2
∑
α,β
cα,β(t)
([
Λtα, ρS(t)Λ
t
β
]
+ [ΛtαρS(t), Λ
t
β
])
, (8)
where Λtα furnish a suitable trace-orthogonal operator basis
with
Ht =
∑
α
hα(t)Λ
t
α.
If the generator Lt is not time dependent, then the coefficients
cα,β(t) and hα(t) are also time independent and Eq. (8) re-
duces to the standard Markovian master equation obtained
in [1, 41].
The continuous time dynamical map Et obtained from the
collision model depends on both the state of the environment
particle determined by the parameters ~u as well as the the na-
ture of the interaction between the system and each environ-
ment particle specified by ~η. We consider an ensemble of pos-
sible states for the environment particles distributed according
to the probability distribution p(~u). We keep the interaction
between the system and the environment particles the same ir-
respective of the state of the environment particle. We look in
particular at continuous time dynamical maps of the form
E˜t(~η) =
∫
d~u p(~u)Et(~u, ~η). (9)
In what follows will avoid writing explicitly the dependence
of the maps on ~η since we are assuming it to be same for
collisions with all types of environment particles.
Since Et are CP dynamical maps, they allow an operator
sum (Kraus) [27, 42, 43] representation
Et[ρ] =
n∑
j=1
AjρA
†
j ,
∑
j
A†jAj = I.
Substituting this in Eq. (9), we obtain
E˜t[ρ] =
∫
d~u p(~u)
n(~u)∑
j=1
Aj(~u)ρA
†
j(~u).
The number of terms in the operator sum representation is
not the same for all maps. We can however eliminate the
~u-dependence of the upper limit of the sum in the equation
above by choosing the limit to be equal the n(~u) for the par-
ticular Et(~u) with the maximum number of Kraus operators.
Let this number be denoted by nmax. The set Kraus opera-
tors {Aj(~u)} for all other maps can be padded with sufficient
number of null operators 0j so that all the maps have the same
number of terms in their respective operator sum representa-
tions. So we obtain
E˜t[ρ] =
nmax∑
j=1
∫
d~u p(~u)Aj(~u)ρA
†
j(~u)
=
nmax∑
j=1
∫
d~uA′j(~u)ρA
′†
j (~u), (10)
where A′j(~u) ≡
√
p(~u)Aj(~u). We also have
nmax∑
j=1
∫
d~uA′†j (~u)A
′
j(~u) =
∫
d~u p(~u)
n(~u)∑
j=1
A†j(~u)Aj(~u)
=
∫
d~u p(~u) I = I.
Treating the integral in Eq. (10) as a sum of infinitesimal in-
crements, we see that E˜t also has an operator sum represen-
tation showing that this map is also CP given that all Et(~u)
are also CP. However the convex combinations of CP maps
need not necessarily describe Markovian open evolution [39].
In the following we examine the properties of such dynamical
maps acting on qubit states.
A. Qubit maps
We now restrict our discussion to dynamical maps on qubits
arising from collision models. The state of S is written as
ρS = (I+~r ·~σ)/2 in terms of the Pauli matrices σj , j = 1, 2, 3
that, along with the identity operator, I, furnish an operator ba-
sis for SU(2) matrices. Any dynamical map can be expressed
as a transformation on the vector (1, ~r) as
Et =
 1 0 0 0s1 T11 T12 T13s2 T21 T22 T23
s3 T31 T32 T33
 ≡ ( 1 ~0
~s T
)
The generic dynamical map implements an affine transforma-
tion on the Bloch vector ~r of the qubit state as
~r → ~r′ = T~r + ~s.
The generator of the transformation has the form [36],
Lt = dEt
dt
E−1t =
(
0 ~0
~l L
)
.
The corresponding master equation can be written in the stan-
dard operator basis of the Pauli matrices as
dρS(t)
dt
= −i[Ht, ρS(t)]
+
1
2
3∑
j,k=1
cjk(t)
([
σj , ρS(t)σk
]
+
[
σjρS(t), σk
])
, (11)
4with H =
∑
hj(t)σj . The matrix elements of the generator
and the coefficients appearing in Eq. (11) are connected by the
relations,
hj =
1
4
jkl(Llk − Lkl),
cjj =
1
4
(Ljj − Lkk − Lll),
cjk =
1
4
(Ljk + Lkj − ijklLl0), (12)
where jkl is the fully antisymmetric tensor with ckj = c∗jk.
We further assume that the environmental particles are
qubits. Then ~u becomes the Bloch vector specifying the state
of these particles. For every choice of ~u we have a continu-
ous time map Et(ux, uy, uz, ~η) obtained by considering a se-
quence of collisions of S with the environment qubits. Fol-
lowing [36], we take the interaction between the system and
each of the environment qubits of the form
Uη = cos η I + i sin ηW, (13)
where W is a fixed two qubit unitary. We therefore have
~η = η. The collision leaves S unchanged with probability
cos2 η and with probability sin2 η a fixed two qubit unitaryW
is applied. As described earlier we consider maps of the form
E˜t(η) =
∫
d3u p(ux, uy, uz) Et(ux, uy, uz, η),
with the aim of obtaining the generators and corresponding
master equations for such convex sums of CP-divisible dy-
namical maps. Here p(ux, uy, uz) may be visualized a prob-
ability distribution over the Bloch sphere of the environment
qubit. We explore the nature of the master equations obtained
corresponding to different choices of p(ux, uy, uz) and we
find that in general the open evolution of S described by these
master equations is non-Markovian.
II. EXAMPLE: HOMOGENIZATION
Homogenization describes a process by which every state,
ρS , of the system is transformed into a fixed state ξ which also
is the state of each of the environment qubits. This process
was considered in detail as a collision model in [36]. Homoge-
nization is possible exactly only in the asymptotic limit where
the number of collisions with the environment, n, goes to in-
finity. For finite n the process is still invertible and maps the
single qubit Bloch sphere into an arbitrarily small ball around
ξ. Homogenization is implemented through the partial-swap
operation:
Uη = cos η I + i sin η S, (14)
where S is the swap operator,
S|a〉S ⊗ |b〉E = |b〉S ⊗ |a〉E ,
for all |a〉S and |b〉E . The unitary swaps the system-ancilla
state with the probability sin2 η. In what follows, we will use
the notation c ≡ cos η and s ≡ sin η for brevity.
If the state ξ of the environment qubits corresponds to a
Bloch vector ~u, a single collision with the environment qubit
induces the map ~r → ~r′ = c2~r+ s2~u− cs ~u× ~r on the Bloch
vector of S. The corresponding atomic map in matrix form
can be written as:
E(~u) =
 1 0 0 0s2ux c2 csuz −csuys2uy −csuz c2 csux
s2uz csuy −csux c2
 , (15)
where ux, uy and uz are components of ~u. In [36] En is com-
puted by re-writing the matrix to a more convenient operator
basis which makes it easy to take its nth power. However
since we will be considering a sum of maps, we have to ex-
press all of them in the same basis. We start by writing the
map in the form
E(~u) =
(
1 ~0
s2~u cA
)
,
where
A = cI3 + sB, B =
 0 uz −uy−uz 0 ux
uy −ux 0
 .
Using this form for E(~u) we obtain
En(~u) =
(
1 ~0
un c
nAn
)
, (16)
where un = un−1 + cn−1An−1s2~u, u1 ≡ s2~u. A long but
straightforward calculation yields,
cnAn =
[
c2(c2 + u2s2)
]n
2
[
cos(nΩu)I + sin(nΩu)B
]
+
(
c2n − [c2(c2 + u2s2)]n2 cos(nΩu))~u~uT
u2
, (17)
where u ≡ |~u| and ~u~uT is the 3 × 3 outer product matrix
of ~u with itself. Here we have introduced the u-dependent
frequency Ωu ≡ tan−1(su/c). Using Eq. (17) and noting that
B~u = ~0 and (~u~uT )~u = u2~u, we have cnAns2~u = s2c2n~u.
This means that
un = un−1 + s2c2(n−1)~u = s2~u
[
1 + c2 + . . . c2(n−1)
]
= ~u
(
1− c2n),
where, in the last step, the geometric progression appearing in
the previous step has been summed.
To transition to the continuous time version of the map, we
use n = t/τ for a fixed (small) value of τ and define the
following parameters:
ωu ≡ Ωu
τ
, Γ ≡ −2
τ
ln c, γu ≡ −1
τ
ln(cos Ωu). (18)
5In terms of these parameters, we have c2n = e−Γt, nΩu =
ωut and
[
c2(c2 + u2s2)
]n
2 = e−Γteγut. So in the continuous
time limit we have
cnAn → At = e−Γt
(
eγut
[
cos(ωut)I + sin(ωut)
B
u
]
+
[
1− eγut cos(ωut)
]~u~uT
u2
)
,
and
un → ut = ~u
(
1− e−Γt).
So we have
Et(~u) =
(
1 ~0
~u
(
1− e−Γt) At
)
. (19)
It is worth mentioning here in passing that E−1t (~u) can be
computed easily if A−1t can be found and in turn, At is of
the form C + ~v~vT which can be inverted using the Sherman-
Morrion formula [44] as
A−1t = C−1 −
C−1~v~vTC−1
1 + ~vTC−1~v
,
provided C ∝ aI + bB is invertible and 1 + ~vTC−1~v 6= 0.
Using E−1t (~u) and dEt/dt one can find the generator of the
dynamical map using Eq. (7).
Our interest is however in maps of the form E˜t as in Eq. (9).
Individual elements of this map other than the first row which
is [1, 0, 0, 0] are listed below with the identification ux = u2,
uy = u3 and uz = u4[E˜t]j1 = (1− e−Γt)〈uj〉, j, k, l = 2, 3, 4[E˜t]jj = e−Γt[〈eγut cosωut〉+〈u2ju2
〉
−
〈
eγut cos(ωut)
u2j
u2
〉]
[E˜t]jk = e−Γt[jkl〈ulu eγut sinωut
〉
+
〈
ujuk
u2
〉
−
〈
eγut cos(ωut)
ujuk
u2
〉]
.
These elements are all written in terms of mean values
〈uj〉, 〈ujuk/u2〉, 〈eγut cos(ωut)〉, 〈ujeγut sin(ωut)/u〉 and
〈eγut cos(ωut)ujuk/u2〉 where
〈xu〉 ≡
∫
d3u p(~u)xu.
In those cases where E˜t is invertible as well, we can find the
generator of the evolution using Eq. (7) by computing the
instantaneous time derivative of E˜t. The generator obtained
from the derivative above is in general time dependent. From
the generator, one can write a master equation in the GKSL
form using the relations in Eq. (12). By diagonalizing the
3×3 matrix with elements cαβ(t) we can write the qubit mas-
ter equation in the canonical form
d
dt
ρS(t) = −i
[
Ht, ρS(t)
]
+
1
2
3∑
α=1
λα(t)
([
ζtα, ρS(t)ζ
t
α
]
+[ζtαρS(t), ζ
t
α
])
, (20)
where λα(t) are three instantaneous decay rates and ζtα are
time dependent traceless, mutually orthogonal operators that,
in turn, can be written in terms of the Pauli matrices.
Using the map E˜t and the master equation (20), we can ex-
plore the following aspects of the dynamics corresponding to
various choices of p(~u):
1. Is the dynamics Markovian or non-Markovian?
2. Is the dynamics invertible at all times so that it is also
divisible?
3. If the dynamics is divisible, then is it CP-divisible or
P-divisible?
Verifying that the maps are CP for all values of t provides a
check on the accuracy of our numerical computations.
There are quite a few approaches for detecting and quan-
tifying non Markovianity in open quantum evolution. We
choose to take information back-flow approach [24, 45]
wherein the increase in the value of a suitable distance mea-
sure between any pair of states of the system during the evo-
lution is taken as a signature of non-Markovian evolution. A
quantifier of non-Markovianity can also be constructed using
this approach but in our case, detecting non-Markovian evolu-
tion is sufficient. For the distance measure we choose the trace
distance between two states ρ1 and ρ2 of the system defined
as
D(ρ1, ρ2) =
1
2
Tr
[√
(ρ1 − ρ2)†(ρ1 − ρ2)
]
.
Invertibility of the map can be directly ascertained and com-
puting the determinant of the mapping matrix yields a test of
invertibility. If the map is invertible, then CP and P divisibil-
ity are tested using the instantaneous rates λα(t) appearing in
Eq. (20). If all λα(t) are positive for all times, then the dy-
namics is CP divisible [46] while P divisibility demands the
weaker condition that the sum of any two of the rates remains
positive at all times [47, 48].
6A. Numerical investigations
The parameter τ sets the typical time scale of the collisions in our numerical investigations. Taking τ to be small means
that the collisions happen rapidly. Since E˜t is a continuous time interpolation of the sequence of discrete collisions, it stands to
reason that having more collisions between 0 and t provides more points to fit the interpolation to, thereby improving the quality
of the same. However, since τ appears in the denominator in Eq. (18), making τ small is not a good choice for the stability of
the numerical integrations we do below. Fortunately we can compensate for making τ larger by reducing net impact that each
collision has on the system so that we are still interpolating a slowly varying quantity. This can be achieved by choosing η to be
small. In all our computations below, we therefore choose τ = 1 for convenience while at the same time choosing η = 0.01.
1. Gaussian probability distribution centered at the origin
We choose the probability distribution over ~u as a three dimensional Gaussian of the form
p(~u) = N 1
(2pi)3/2δxδyδz
e
− (ux−x0)2
2δ2x e
− (uy−y0)
2
2δ2y e
− (uz−z0)2
2δ2z , (21)
where N is a normalization constant appearing because the Gaussian is defined only within the unit ball. The Gaussian is
centered at (x0, y0, z0) and in each of the three directions it has standard deviations δx, δy and δz respectively. For our first case
we choose the Gaussian to be centered at the origin, x0 = y0 = z0 = 0. We also choose the widths of the distributions to be
identical in all three directions (δx = δy = δz = δ). First we investigate whether the evolution is Markovian on not. In Fig. 1-A,
the trace distance D(ρ1, ρ2) between states ρ1 = (I + σz)/2 and ρ2 = I/2 is plotted as a function of time for three choices of
the width δ of the Gaussian. We see that for wide Gaussians corresponding to δ = 0.3 and δ = 0.1 the evolution described by
Eq. (20) is non-Markovian. The spatial grid used for the numerical integrations in the ux, uy , uz space is of size 0.05. So by
choosing δ = 0.01 in the third case, we have a very good approximation to the case where p(~u) is a delta function corresponding
to homogenization to the fully mixed state. In this ideal case we have a dynamical map arising from a single collision model
which is Markovian. We see that when δ = 0.01, the separation between the two states considered is monotonically decreasing
indicating that the evolution is indeed Markovian in this case as expected.
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FIG. 1. The figure on the left (A) shows the separation of two states as a function of time for three choices of the width of the Gaussian. The
figure on the right (B) shows the determinant of E˜t as a function of time.
Fig. 1-B shows the determinant of E˜t as a function of time. The determinant remains positive for all times indicating that the
map is invertible in this case at all times. Even though the determinant becomes very small as seen in the graphs, it never touches
zero except asymptotically. Invertibility was also verified independently by directly computing the inverse of the map. To check
the accuracy of our numerical investigations, we compute the “B-matrix” form of the dynamical map [3, 27] and compute the
eigenvalues of B as well as its trace. For all qubit maps we have Tr(B) = 2 and if all the eigenvalues of the B-matrix are
positive then the map is CP. The four eigenvalues bj of B as well as Tr(B) is plotted in Fig. 2 and we find that indeed the trace
of B is always 2 and all its eigenvalues are positive at all times for all three choices of δ as expected. This serves to cross check
the accuracy and stability of our numerical integrations.
To see if the invertible, completely positive dynamics is CP-divisible or not, we find the rates in Eq. (20) for the three choices
of δ. We find that the isotropy of p(~u) is reflected in the rates as well with the three rates for each choice of δ being the same. The
rates corresponding to the three cases are plotted in Fig. 3. When the dynamics is non-Markovian corresponding to δ = 0.3 and
δ = 0.1, the rates show a strong time dependence while in the approximately Markovian case with δ = 0.01 the rates are almost
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FIG. 2. The four eigenvalues of the mapping matrix when E˜t is written in the “B-matrix” form are plotted for the three cases δ = 0.3, δ = 0.1
and δ = 0.01. Also shown are the traces (purple horizontal lines on top of each plot) of the corresponding numerically computed B-matrices
that has to have the value of 2 for all qubit maps. All the eigenvalues bj of the B-matrix being positive indicates that the map E˜t is CP in all
three cases and for all values of t. In all three cases there are only two distinct eigenvalues each of which is doubly degenerate.
constant. We further see that the dynamics is not CP-divisible when δ = 0.3 or δ = 0.1 since the rates are not always positive.
The sum of any two of the rates does not remain positive either for the wide distributions indicating lack of P-divisibility.
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FIG. 3. The rates λ(t) from Eq. (20) plotted as a function of time for three choices of δ. For each δ all three rates are the same and so only
one each is plotted.
Now we consider an anisotropic distribution p(~u) again centered at the origin but having significant width along the uz
direction only. This is motivated by the observation that when ~u = (0, 0, uz), the dynamical map in Eq. (19) has the form [36]
Et(uz) =

1 0 0 0
0 e−Γ
′
ut cos(ωut) e
−Γ′ut uz
u sin(ωut) 0
0 −e−Γ′ut uzu sin(ωut) e−Γ
′
ut cos(ωut) 0
uz(1− e−Γt) 0 0 e−Γt
 ,
where Γ′u ≡ Γ−γu. From the form above, it is easy to see that two of the eigenvalues of the map [Et(uz) +Et(−uz)]/2 are zero
whenever cos(ωut) = 0 making it non-invertible for the corresponding values of t. Here we consider a more general convex
combination of the maps Et(uz) by choosing δx = δy = 0.01 and δz = 0.7.
In Fig. 4-A, the trace distance between the states (I+σx)/2 and I/2 is plotted as a function of time. We see that the separation
behaves non-monotonically, indicating non-Markovian evolution. The discontinuity in the slope of graph of the separation is
because the Bloch sphere of states gets reflected through the z-axis periodically during the course of the evolution. Fig 4-B
shows the determinant of E˜t and we see that the determinant vanishes periodically making the map non-invertible at those points
in time. As before the eigenvalues and trace of the B-matrix serve as a check on the accuracy of the numerics and we find that
the map indeed is CP at all times but the plots of its eigenvalues are avoided for brevity.
We can explore the divisibility properties of the map by computing the rates in Eq (20) for all values of t for which the
dynamical map is invertible. Fig. 5-A shows the two non-zero rates that are obtained. The third rate corresponding to contraction
or expansion along the long axis of the distribution is effectively zero. The rates diverge as expected at those points where the
inverse does not exist and one of the rates is always negative elsewhere indicating that the dynamics is not CP-divisible. The map
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FIG. 4. The figure on the left (A) shows the separation of two states as a function of time when δx = δy = 0.01 and δz = 0.7. The figure on
the right (B) shows the determinant of E˜t as a function of time for this case.
FIG. 5. The figure on the left (A) shows the two non-zero rates from Eq. (20) as a function of time. The figure on the right (B) shows the sum
of the two rates. Both figures are for a Gaussian distribution centered at the origin with δx = δy = 0.01 and δz = 0.7
is not P-divisible either since one of the rates is zero and one is always negative and so the sum of the two is always negative.
Fig. 5-B shows the sum of the two non-zero rates which also goes negative periodically.
2. Gaussian probability distribution centered not at the origin
We now consider an isotropic Gaussian distribution with δ = 0.3 centered at the point (0.3, 0, 0) as p(~u). Fig 6 summarizes
the results in this case. The separation between (I + σz)/2 and I/2 shows non-monotonic behavior in Fig 6-A indicating non-
Markovian evolution. The determinant is always positive and the dynamical map is verified to be invertible at all times. The
three rates from the master equation is plotted in Fig 6-C and the pair-wise sums of the three rates in Fig 6-D. We find that the
evolution is neither CP nor P-divisible for this choice of p(~u) since both the individual rates as well as their pair-wise sums are
not positive semi-definite for all t.
For completeness we consider an anisotropic distribution as well centered at (0.3, 0, 0). We consider a disk shaped distribution
with δx = 0.01, δy = δz = 0.3. The results are summarized in Fig. 7. From the evolution of the trace distance between (I+σz)/2
and I/2 we again see that the evolution is non-Markovian. We also find that the evolution is invertible but it is neither CP nor P
divisible in this case as well.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that considering dynamical maps that are convex combinations of the CP-divisible, invertible and Markovian
maps that arise from collision models can lead to a wide variety of maps which are non-Markovian, non-invertible and not
CP-divisible either. These dynamical maps and corresponding master equations describing it are guaranteed to be completely
positive in this case and there is no need to put in additional constraints as is often the case when phenomenological master
equations are constructed. We analyzed the particular case of the qubit homogenization map in detail and observed that convex
combinations corresponding to wide distributions typically lead to non-Markovian dynamics. We saw cases where the dynamics
is invertible and non-invertible as well as cases wherein the dynamics is CP-divisible, P-divisible or neither. Obtaining a closed
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FIG. 6. Plots of p(~u) centered at (0.3, 0, 0) with δx = δy = δz = 0.3. Panel (A) shows the trace distance between two states as a function of
time and panel (B) shows the determinant of E˜t. The three rates appearing in the master equation are shown in panel (C) while the pair-wise
sums of the three rates is in (D).
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FIG. 7. Plots of p(~u) centered at (0.3, 0, 0) with δx = 0.01, δy = δz = 0.3 Panel (A) shows the trace distance between two states as a
function of time and panel (B) shows the determinant of E˜t. The three rates appearing in the master equation are shown in panel (C) while the
pair-wise sums of the three rates is in (D).
form expression for En(~u) was an important step that allowed us to construct the arbitrary combinations of such maps. Different
choices of p(~u) revealed a rich structure with several different features for the corresponding dynamics. An exhaustive enumer-
ation of the properties of the dynamical maps corresponding to different choices of p(~u) remains to be done. Also, the primitive
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map we have studied is restricted to the qubit homogenization map using the swap operator in Eq. (14). The same analysis can
be extended to other unitaries coupling the system to the environment particles. Considering maps on more general systems than
qubits is another avenue for generalization.
Viewing non-Markovian evolution as arising from a convex combination of collision model based CP-divisible dynamical
maps provides a kind of unravelling of the dynamics that is intuitively understandable. It furnishes a picture of environment
particles in various states interacting with the system with relative frequencies fixed by the distribution p(~u). The original under-
standing of Markovian open quantum dynamics developed by Gorini, Kossakowski and Sudarshan can therefor have a bearing
on the study of a non-Markovian dynamics as well. However such a picture would be particularly useful if a systematic method
for deconstructing general families of dynamical maps corresponding to non-Markovian evolution into such convex combina-
tions of collision model based dynamical maps is available. This question can be addressed through a detailed exploration of
the dynamics arising from various choices of p(~u) and different types of interactions between the system and the environment
particles. Such detailed explorations is beyond the scope of the present work and it will be left for the future.
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